Axim Analytics Overview
Background

This paper describes the concepts, implementation, advantages, and a case study of the Axim Analytics framework.

Overview

The Axim Analytics Framework is a template or blueprint for contact center analytics solutions. It provides for data ingestion, storage,
and visualization of contact center data. As a reporting and analytics solution, the Framework was designed to be able to ingest and
display very high volumes of data in real-time to drive decision making dashboards as well as provide the storage and search capacity
for historical and trend analysis decision making.
The Framework was created to help solve some of the issues Axim was seeing in the marketplace:
-Provide a consolidated reporting platform for customers with multi-vendor solutions;
-Provide easier migrations from one contact center vendor to another by removing the dependence on vendor-specific
reporting solutions, thus reducing training and report re-development;
-Provide the basis for data feeds into AI and ML applications by providing standardized data schemas;
-Allow customers to combine data from non-contact center sources into contact center analytics;
The Axim Analytics Framework itself is not a product, but a component-based blueprint that Axim uses to implement reporting solutions.
At the highest level, the Framework sets out a series of functional areas that combine to create an analytics solution:

These areas are:
•Data Ingestion

Data ingestion is performed via connectors to vendor contact center solutions. These connectors (which may be generic or
vendor-specific) provide the API gateway to retrieve data from the vendor solution and bring it into the Axim Analytics framework.

•Data Storage and Processing

Data is aggregated and persisted within the Analytics framework where it is then processed and transformed and stored in a
standardized form that maps data fields between vendors.  

•Semantic Layer

The semantic layer adds the capability to encapsulate customer-specific calculations, data fields and business-specific dimensions to
data in a business-relevant context.

•Data Visualization

Axim Analytics provides data visualization layers to meet customer-specific needs, whether that be dashboarding or complex analytics.  
Customers can also utilize their own BI solution to connect to the Axim Analytics data stores or bring the data into an AI / ML platform.

What are the advantages of solutions built on the Axim Analytics
Framework?
Axim utilizes the framework to select and orchestrate open source products to create
solutions that meet customers’ analytics
requirements.

When approaching a custom analytics opportunity, Axim looks at the core
requirements and matches these to the connectors, streaming solutions, data stores,
processing, and visualization layers that we have created and used in the past to find the
best-fit solution.  This goes beyond product or component selection: it also extends to
the configuration, implementation, optimization, and maintenance of the overall solution.
This approach provides customers with analytics solutions that can be developed and
deployed quickly, improves test cycles by reusing proven components and configuration,
and increases supportability.   By selecting the best-fit solution elements, Axim is able to
create the right solution to a wide variety of customer ’s analytics requirements.

Platform Deployment
Axim Analytics was created to be platform-independent: the majority of our current
deployments exist is in the cloud and our deployments currently focus on AWS.
However, solutions are portable to Azure or GCP and if required, can also be deployed
within a customers-owned data center. Solutions are designed with security in mind
and data is encrypted. System access is controlled through the cloud and can be
integrated into a customer’s SSO, if as required.

Example Case Study
Using the Axim Analytics framework, Axim created a complex dashboard
solution for a leading US Insurance customer. The solution handles real-time
and historical data input from 8+ Avaya CMS systems and brings this data
together in a single datastore and a single dashboard.
The solution also brought in business organization data so that KPI’s data
could be viewed by business groups and sub-groups allowing users to focus
on group performance. As the solution brings in data feeds from internal and
external (BPO) CMS systems, the customer is able to see beyond single CMS
dashboards and gain a truly holistic understanding of business performance,
regardless of who is handling the call. The solution also provides access to
the underlying consolidated data, thus feeding upstream systems and further
anallytics system.

